
Tripod Mount Puluz with 20cm LED Ring Vlogging PKT3073B Ref: 5907489605267
Tripod Mount Puluz with 20cm LED Ring Vlogging PKT3073B

LED ring lamp with phone holder
The lamp is made of energy-efficient LED beads that perfectly reflect natural colors and enhance skin tones in photographs. With 3 colors
to  choose  from  with  adjustable  brightness,  you  can  quickly  and  easily  adjust  the  effect  of  your  photos  according  to  your  preference
without using additional color filters. Also, with the heat dissipation feature, you don't have to worry about the lamp housing getting hot.
 
Wide application
The tripod from Puluz will find its use in many fields. You can take it to photography sessions in the open air. The lamp will also light up
the  room  when  you  are  recording  live  videos  at  home.  The  tripod  will  also  be  perfect  when  recording  vlogs,  taking  photos  for
commercials or portraits. The lamp will also make a unique addition on your bedside table.
 
Take it with you anywhere
The tripod is compact in size and weighs very little. Plus, you can fold it up, so you can easily put it in your purse and take it for outdoor
photo shoots. Thanks to the long-lasting battery, you don't have to worry about the battery draining while you're recording live. You can
charge the PKT3073B using a USB cable.
 
Functional tripod
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The tripod mount is made entirely of plastic, and the soft rubber feet will not slip on smooth surfaces. A standard ¼-inch thread allows
you to attach the mount to your camera, gimbal or monopod. The tripod head swivels 360 degrees so you can set the angle that is most
beneficial to you.
 
Package contents
LED ring lamp x1
Pod holder x1
Pod head x1
USB cable x1
Phone clip x1
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT3073B
LED beads model
2835
Luminous flux
24-26lm
White light color temperature
6500K
Warm white color temperature
3200K
Power
0.3-9.3W
Voltage
5V
CRI
>90
Dimming range
1-100%
Material
ABS + acrylic light cover
Port
USB
Cable length
2m

Preço:

€ 13.00

Fotografia, Other, Video, Acessórios
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